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Hit me baby one more time chords no capo

Hit Me Baby Once Again Britney Spears Key: AmAm | Capo: 2fr | Left-handed Verse Am Oh baby, baby E C How was I supposed to know Dm E that something was wrong here, I didn't let go Dm E And now you're out of sight, Yes I E Show me how you want it to be C Tell me baby Dm E 'Because I need to know what we have Chorus Am E My loneliness is killing me C Dm E I
have to admit I still believe (still believe) Am E If I'm not with you I lose my mind C Give me a sign Dm E Hit me baby one more time Ed Sheeran Key: BmBm | Capo: 0fr | Left-handed Verse 1 Bm7 F #m D Oh baby baby as I should have known Em7 F #m7 that something isn't right here Bm7 F#m D Oh baby baby, I shouldn't let you go Em7 F#m7 And now you're out of sight, yes
Bm7 F#m Show me, how do you want it to be D Em7 F #m7 Tell me baby cuz I need to know now, oh, because Chorus Bm7 F #m My loneliness is killin' me (and I) D Em7 F #m7 I have to admit that I still believe (still believe) Bm7 F #m If I'm not with you I've lost my mind D Em7 F #m7 Give me a sign, hit me baby one more time! [Break] Bm7 Bm7 F #m Bm7 Bm7 Bm7 F #m Bm7
Verse 2 Bm7 F #m D Oh baby baby, the reason I breathe is you Em7 F #m7 Girl you got me blinded Bm7 F #m D Oh nice baby, there's nothing I wouldn't do Em7 F #m7 That's not the way I planned that Bm7 F #m how do you want it to be D Em7 F #m7 Tell me baby cuz I need to know now, oh, because chorus B m7 F #m My loneliness is killin' me (and I) D Em7 F #m7 I have to
admit I still believe (still believe) Bm7 F #m If I'm not with you I'll lose my mind D Em7 F #m7 Give me a sign, once again hit me baby! [Break] Bm7 Bm7 F #m Bm7 Bm7 Bm7 F #m Bm7 Bridge Bm7 F #m D Em7 F #m7 Oh baby as I should have known G G And Oh nice baby, I shouldn't let you go Bm7 F#m I have to admit that my loneliness D is killin' me now Em7 F #m7 G you
don't know that I still believe that you will be here G BM7 and give me a sign, hit me baby once more End (pm)] B6 F # 5 My loneliness is killin' me (and I) D5 E5 F # 11 I must admit I still believe (still believe) B6 F # 5 If I'm not with you I lost my mind D E F # m7 Bm7 Give me a sign , once again hit me baby! Baby One More Time written by Max Martin - Swedish composer, music
producer and singer. Recorded by Britney: 1998 at Cheiron Studios in Stockholm, Sweden. Released: October 23, 1998 for her album of the same name. Music: Key cm in 4 / 4 time to 93 beats per minute chords: Cm, Eb, Fm, Fm7, G, G7, Gsus4, Ab, Abmaj7, Bb Beginners: Easier to play in key Am with chords - Am, C, Dm, Dm7, E, E7, Esus4, F, Fmaj7, G. Use the transposition
services below to transpose chords with texts. If you are playing with video, you will need to place the capo on the 3rd ⏩ Video... starts at 0:16 ♥ ♥ Introduction: 4/4 || (Piano) | Ach baby | (Piano)| Ach baby | (Piano)|| Cm G7 1st Oh ba-by ba-by__ As I vulture-poses know Fm G that some-thin' was not-n't here Cm G7 Eb Oh ba-by ba-by__ I shouldn't let go Fm G And now you're
out of place yes Cm G7 ** View me__ How do you want it to be Eb Fm G7 Tell me ba-by__ 'Because I need to know now__ sign__ Oh be-cause Cm G7 Chorus: My lonely if-ness is kill-ing me__ (And I) Eb Fm G Cm I need a con-fess__ I still be-lieve__ (Still be-lieve) G7 When I'm not with you__ I lose my mind Ab Bb Eb Fm G Give me sign__ Hit me ba-o once more Cm G7 Eb 2.
Oh ba-by ba-by__ Reas-on I'm breathing, you're FM G Boy you've got me blind-ed Cm G7 Eb Oh pret-you ba-by__ There's a noth-in' that I wouldn't do fm g not so, as I plan-ned to Cm G7 ** View me__ How do you want it to be Eb Fm G7 Tell me ba-by__ 'Cause I need to know now__ Oh be-cause Cm G7 Chorus: My lonely-if-ness is kill-ing me__ (And I) Eb Fm G Cm I need a
con-fess__ I have to con-fess__ still be-lieve__ (Still be-lieve) G7 When I'm not with you__ I lose my mind Ab Bb Eb Fm G Give me sign__ Hit me ba-by once more Cm Bridge: Oh ba-by ba-by__ (Ah - Oo) Cm Oh ba-by ba-by__ (yes-eh - yes) Cm G7 Eb | Fm /Gsus G | ** Oh ba-by ba-by__ I vulture-poses know Abmaj7 Bb Fm7 | Ab/Bb/| Oh pret-you ba-by__ I shouldn't let go of
the (Bb) Cm G7 I need fess__ con-fess__ that my lonely if-ness Eb Fm G Ab is kill-ing me now__ and you don't know I'm still be-lieve bb | Abmaj7 / / Eb | That you will here__ And give me a sign Fm G7 Hit me ba-by once again Cm G Chorus: My lonely-if-ness is kil-ling me__ (and I) Eb Fm G7 Cm I need con-fess__ &lt;4&gt; I'm still be-lieve__ (Still be-lieve) G When I'm not with
you__ I lose my mind Ab Bb Eb Fm (G) Give me sign__ Hit me ba-by once more) G Cm I need con-fess (my loneliness)__ G That my lonely-if-ness__ (kills me) Eb is kill-ing me now (I must admit)__ Fm G7 Cm You do not know that I still be-lieve__ (I still believe) g7 that you will here__ (if I'm not with you I lose my mind) Ab Bb Eb Fm G7 Cm And give me sign__ Hit me ba-by
once more ↑ numbered circles : Chord fingering - the number inside the circle indicates which finger use white numbered circles: Optional notes Unmarked strings: Play open X: Do not play string Barre Line: One finger holds down multiple strings R: Root Note Right hand Charts: Left-handed Charts: there is no video lesson for this song Am - G A, - G Oh baby, baby ! Oh, baby,
baby! Am E C 1. Oh, honey, how was I supposed to know, Dm E, there's something wrong here? I'm E C Oh baby, baby, I shouldn't have let you go, F E, and now you're out of sight, yes! Am E Show me how you want it to be! C Dm E Tell me, baby, because I need to know now, oh because: I'm E My loneliness kills me, and I, C Dm E Am, I have to admit that I still believe, I still
believe. If I'm not with you, I'll lose my mind. Give me a sign! Dm E Udr ma, baby, one more time! Am E C 2. Oh, honey, honey, the reason I'm breathing is you, Dm. Boy, you blinded me! I'm E C Oh nice baby, there's nothing I wouldn't do, F E, that's not the way I planned it. Am E Show me how you want it to be! C Dm E Tell me baby because I need to know now, oh because: +
REFRAIN Am - G Am - G Oh baby, baby! Oh baby, baby, eh,eh, yes! I'm E C- Dm - E Oh baby, baby, how was I supposed to know? F G Dm - F Oh nice baby, I should not let g .... o. I am E C I must admit my loneliness kills me, and I, Dm E F G do not know that I still believe that you will be here, Am-F Dm E and give me a sign! Keep me, baby, one more time! I am E My
loneliness kills me, and I, C Dm E Am I must admit that I still believe, I still believe. If I'm not with you, I'll lose my mind. Give me a sign! Dm E Udr ma, baby, one more time! + Refrain + Am So it's basically a Wilko card in the right key, with a little more condensed formatting. Enjoy. Verse 1: Cm G Eb Oh baby, baby How should I know Fm G that something wasn't right here Cm G
Eb Oh baby, baby I shouldn't let go Fm GA now you're out of sight, yes Cm GShow me how you want it to be Eb Fm GTell me baby' because I need to know now, oh, because Chorus : Cm G My loneliness kills me (and I) Eb Fm I have to confess that I still believe Cm GWhen I'm not with you, I lose my mind EbGive me sign Fm GHit me baby once more verse 2 Oh baby, baby
The reason I breathe is you Boy you blinded me Oh nice baby There is nothing I would not do that it is not the way I planned to show me how you want to tell me a baby 'cause I need to know Now, oh, because Chorus Verse 3 Cm G Eb Fm GOh baby, baby as I should know Cm G Eb Fm GOh nice baby, I should not let you go Cm G EbI must admit that my loneliness is killing me
now Fm G CmDon't you know that I still believe GThat you will be here EbA give me a sign Fm G Cm Hit me baby once more Chorus *** Baby one more time *** Capo 2 Intro : Am E C Dm E (three times) Am Oh baby, baby E C As I should have known Dm E that something was not right here Am Oh baby E C I did not let go Dm E And now you are out of sight, yes Am E Show me
how you want it to be C Tell me baby Dm E 'Because I need to know what we have now loneliness kills me C Dm I must admit , I still believe I'm E If I'm not with you I lose my mind C Give me a sign Dm E Hit me baby once more Am E C Oh baby the reason I breathe is you Dm E Girl you got me blind Am E C Oh nice baby is nothing I would not do , Dm E It's not like I planned Am
E Show me how do you want it to be C Tell me baby Dm E 'Because I need to know what we have now Am E My loneliness kills me C Dm I have to admit I still believe I am E If I'm not with you I lose my mind C Give me a sign Dm E Hit me baby once more I'm E C Dm E Oh baby How should I know , F G F Dm E Am Oh nice baby I should not have you go I have to admit E C Dm
E that my loneliness kills me now, you do not know that I still F G F Believe that you will be here only to sign me Dm E Now hit me baby once more Am E My loneliness kills me C Dm I must confess I still believe that I E If I'm not with you I lose my mind C Give me a sign Dm E Am Hit me baby once more Have fun! Krusty First, select the tone for your vocal range, then select the
simplest capo for your selected tone. find out more. Install the tranpose extension to change the tone of the video. Read More Song Vocal Range: D #3-C5 Your Vocal Range: Changing More
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